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The words came out.

Wesley, Xiao Feng, Sword Evil God and others were all stunned.

The new substance they gave their lives to grab last night was actually delivered
to the door obediently today.

How is this going?

The world has seen how powerful the kangaroo is.

There are so many powerful men directly guarding the doomsday seed bank.
This attitude and determination is to prevent anyone from getting the new
deep-sea material.

They are at all costs!

Let no one get the new substance!

But who could have imagined that someone was here today.

They all think it is fake.

But Stevens in front of him is the leader of Kangaroo Country, and his status is
not comparable to Bogut and Nelson!

Identity will not be false!

He can directly open the doomsday seed bank.



Have this permission!

And Tylera checked the new deep-sea material, which was true.

Did they really send the new substance?

why is that?

What happened last night?

Why did an earth-shaking change happen overnight.

“is this real?”

Everyone looks incredible.

All this is too dreamy.

It feels so unreal!

“It’s true! I’m waiting to deliver all the new deep-sea substances on behalf of the
Kangaroo nation! Secondly, the Kangaroo nation will publicly apologize to Mr.
Levi! He did save the country three years ago! It was he who killed the blood
ancestor! Now! We have already punished Bogut and others! All death
sentences!”

…

When Stevens said this.

Everyone was stunned.

What on earth happened?

Not only let Stevens personally send the Deep Sea New Substance, but also
publicly apologize to Levi!



unusual!

Everything is not normal!

Why on earth?

Kangaroo country can completely eliminate all of this!

With their such strength, they can completely rely on this matter and refuse to
admit it.

Anyway, you and others have nothing to do.

Tylera’s revenge yesterday is the best example!

In any case, there is nothing to do with others.

You can only be sulking.

But everything is too abnormal today!

It’s all against common sense!

“Please tell Mr. Ye! We are wrong! There is no next time! In the future, there will
be no ingratitudes and people in this country! I promise!”

Stevens said in horror.

After sending the new substance, he fled away like wind.

For fear of staying here too long, Levi came out.

This made Wesley and the others more and more puzzled.

What happened?



Let the Kangaroo Country be like this?

Looking at the new substance in their hands, a group of people fell into
contemplation.

At this time, Levi walked out of the room, stretching his waist.

“Did they bring things here?”

Levi asked while yawning.

“Huh? Boss (Master) how did you know?”

Everyone became more and more confused.

It can even be said to be shocked!

How did Levi know?

“Because I asked them to deliver the things! The main reason is to make you feel
at ease, and all the people who hurt you will be killed by me! Revenge for you!”

Levi said casually.

It seems to have done something ordinary to no more ordinary.

But this word came out.

Wesley, they have exploded…

“This……”

Everyone looked at Levi dumbfounded.

What is going on?



Could it be that Levi did it?

This is impossible!

This is what it is now.

Must be to overwhelm a country!

You must know that the kangaroo country masters are like clouds, and they are
even more powerful than one hundred thousand.

Among them, the strong people who are comparable to the gods’ list, Wesley,
they have all experienced, they are very strong, and they are all injured.

If you want to beat the kangaroo country, at least it must be at the forefront of the
gods list, or even the top three…

In other words, it is the first level of the gods list!

It is possible to do it only if the dark god himself takes the initiative!

“Boss, you did all this?”
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Ron asked tentatively.

Others are also curious.

Levi briefly described how to crush a country…

After talking, everyone basically believed it.

But at this moment, Wesley suddenly thought of something.

After everyone looked at each other, they all understood each other.



Junjun and his masters!

They saved themselves these people last night…

Why didAubrey and several ancestors appear?

Isn’t it just to help Levi get the new substance?

They definitely want to shoot!

But after all, they are the ancestors of Tiance Mansion, so it’s definitely not
appropriate to grab them directly.

After suppressing it by force, let them send it by themselves.

understood!

Everything is understood!

All this is done byAubrey and several masters!

Aubrey is not capable of overpowering a country!

But several of his masters are fine!

Although these few are not on the god list, who dares to provoke them?

It is absolutely possible to join forces with a few!

After understanding what’s going on.

Everyone smiled.

Levi saw what they looked like and also knew what they were thinking.

But he doesn’t care.



As long as they are at ease.

“Now that the new substance is in hand! The boss takes it immediately!”

“Quickly, quickly, to prevent the night from growing dreams!”

Everyone took out the new substance and immediately gave Levi a dose.

In order to make them feel at ease, Levi took the new substance obediently.

Seeing the new substance being taken, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

After installing the remaining deep-sea material, he began to celebrate and
cheer.

“Our hard work for such a long time was not in vain! The boss’s illness was finally
cured!”

“This time it’s done once and for all! The boss’s illness is completely cured!”

“The Emperor is worthy of hard work! I said the boss will not die!”

…

Everyone cheered, but Wesley was still very calm.

“Tylera, just to be on the safe side, you should check the physical condition of the
boss!”

Wesley opened his mouth.

Tylera immediately began to check.

…

About an hour later.



Tylera surprisedly said: “It seems that the new material is working! The boss is in
good physical condition, and there is no bad situation! The elements of Mayan
industrial weapons have been completely wiped out! The boss has finally
returned to normal!”

Tylera said this.

The field boiled directly.

Everyone cheered and celebrated wantonly.

It’s all regarded as new substances that dissolve the special elements of Maya
industry…

But where did they know that Levi was already good.

But at that time, it was a psychological effect for Tylera, and there was no
problem during the inspection, but Tylera always thought that there was a
problem, but it was a hidden danger, and it didn’t happen.

Now that he took the new substance, Levi was in the same situation, but in her
mind, there was no problem at all.

Levi smiled helplessly.

I’m fine, it has nothing to do with this deep-sea matter.

But Wesley and all of them thought it was this substance that healed themselves.

But Levi didn’t care, as long as they were at ease.

“Well, from now on we will return immediately! We must protect the remaining
new substances!”

Everyone immediately returned.



“After the boss went back this time, you will have nothing to do with your practice!
You and your sister-in-law are still competing! Two months are left? You must
beat her in the rankings!”

“Yeah! Once my sister-in-law recovers, her strength will definitely take off! The
top rankings of the gods! You must not be left behind by my sister-in-law! Hurry
up and integrate our various techniques to form your own system! Amazing all
people!”

Wesley said with a smile.

The others also nodded: “Yes! Boss, we are all optimistic about you! We are full
of expectations for you!”

They are all looking forward to the birth of a strong man.

“Okay! Let them arrange it!”

Shit god list, how could Levi care about it.
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Soon, Stevens of Kangaroo Nation held a press conference to publicly apologize
to Levi and admitted that it was Levi who rescued Kangaroo Nation from danger
three years ago.

And give all the deep-sea matter to Levi to repay Levi’s kindness that year.

As soon as the news came out, they exploded.



The weird thing is that the attitude of Kangaroo Country the day before was
completely different from today.

How tough and arrogant the day before, no one took it seriously.

But today I apologized.

Unbelievable.

What happened last night?

Everyone is sure that something must have happened.

But what exactly is it?

It seems to be blocked.

There is no way to find out!

Everyone puts all hope on the dark web.

But there is no news on the dark web…

The most frightening thing is that Levi got the new deep-sea substance.

Doesn’t it mean that he is going to be fine…

Ye Wudao, Lawrence and others were dumbfounded.

I thought that this Kangaroo Nation would never let Levi have any chance!

He must die!

But who would have thought that the Kangaroo Country apologized and admitted
the next day, and also sent a new substance.



Levi was fine at once.

The effort they have spent all this time was wasted.

“It seems that to let Levi abolish, we have to rely on other methods…”

Ye Wudao, they are already thinking of a new way.

How to deal with Levi next.

The same goes for others.

I thought that Levi would definitely die.

I didn’t expect to survive on the new substance.

Some people heard that Levi and his party had a new substance in their hands,
and they wanted to act.

But Wesley moved quickly and returned to Velador long ago.

“What about these new substances?”

After coming back, everyone began to struggle with this issue.

“Kangaroo Nation has the full authority to give the new substance to the boss,
and the boss will arrange these new substances! We can’t take them away!”

Wesley said several people.

Levi smiled and said, “This thing is of no use to me! Take it away! Whatever you
want? Just throw it away!”

“Okay, boss, let’s take these substances back and study them! These substances
are too valuable in the world today! Especially the research value!”



“Furthermore, I don’t know how many people want to make this new material
idea! Even if you bring the boss with you, it is probably difficult to hold! Then a
bunch of strong people will come to snatch it, maybe it will be life-threatening!”

“Really! It is easy to get and hard to hold! It is the safest to put in Kunlun
Industry!”

“The husband is not guilty of guilt! The boss is in danger with it, and I will worry
about it. It is the safest to take it back!”

…

Everyone is also worried that things are dangerous to Levi.

therefore.

Bringing to Kunlun Industry is the safest way.

When Wesley and his party brought new deep-sea materials to Kunlun Industry.

Found that the marshal Tiance was actually waiting.

“Deep sea material got back?”

Marshal Tiance asked with a smile.

He was full of excitement when he heard that all the new substances in the deep
sea had been brought back.

As for what Levi’s life and death has to do with him?

Can Levi’s life be compared with this new deep-sea substance?

Do not make jokes!

So he ran to meet him personally!



“Here, I brought it back! This is the boss himself! But he gave it to us!”

Tylera took out a new substance.

“What does it have to do with him? This is after the Kangaroo Nation was
suppressed by several ancestors, and then apologized and sent new
substances! In the final analysis, this is the credit of my Tiance Mansion and
Baolong clan! They got it! With Levi Have a penny relationship?”

Marshal Tiance asked rhetorically.

At this time, everyone was silent.

One says one.

It is true.

The reason why Kangaroo Nation did this, no one else knows why.

They know it.

It was the ancestors behind Aubrey who made the move.

Directly suppress the new substance from Kangaroo Country.
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“Speaking of which, Levi has to thank Xiatian Cefu! Although it is because of his
daughter’s face! After all, it was the work of several ancestors!”

Marshal Tiance smiled.

“Well, I really have to thank you! We thank Tiance Mansion for the boss!”

Everyone.



“Since the new substance belongs to Tiance Mansion! Give it to me?”

Marshal Tiance snatched it from Tylera.

“This……”

Everyone feels something is wrong.

But what’s wrong in detail, but I can’t tell.

Finally, this new substance was taken away by the marshal of Tiance.

He took it for special research.

But all for Velador.

Everyone also endured it.

But this time when he came back, Wesley and the others found that everyone in
Kunlun Industry seemed to be watching them consciously or unconsciously.

Marginalizing them!

It seems that they are narrowing down their authority step by step, and they are
going to be completely emptied.

…

But the days that followed were calm.

While Levi was searching for the traces of the Gods’ Laboratory, he was still
cultivating.

Fifteen days later, Sarah recovered.

Turned out!



Ranked among the gods with superb fighting power!

Next, because of Sarah, the list of gods is updated frequently.

Sarah’s ranking changes almost every day.

A month later, Sarah has reached the top 100 position on the god list.

But Levi’s location changed at night.

Since the injuries of the special elements of his Mayan industry were healed,
Levi’s combat power has also changed.

His ranking has gone from more than 8,700 on the quasi god list to 6,338!

“The boss is good! Progress! Super progress! A full advance of more than two
thousand people! If this goes on, it will be just around the corner!”

Everyone was very pleased.

The improvement of so many names shows that Levi is really suffering.

Really working hard.

Everyone’s hard work was not wasted!

Of course, this progress is worthless compared to Sarah.

It can even be said to be scum.

No comparison at all!

The difference between heaven and earth!

In less than two months, Sarah didn’t make it to the quasi god list, and he was
directly in the top 100 of the god list.



The span is too big.

This is the most terrible!

Sarah was also very happy to see Levi’s progress.

“Keep on going! Take your time! I believe you will enter the gods list sooner or
later!”

“I will wait for you to challenge me at the top! Remember our agreement, there is
still one month left!”

Sarah smiled.

to be honest.

She was very disappointed.

Originally thought that Levi could make rapid progress and could bring her a little
pressure.

The two urged each other to encourage progress.

But not at all!

Too much difference!

Sarah originally thought, Levi would at least have to be in the top one thousand
on the quasi god list, right?

But I can’t give myself any pressure…

It’s no different from waste.

Now Levi can’t give her any pressure anymore.



The only pressure may come from Aubrey.

Sarah fought with Aubrey once.

There is still a gap between her andAubrey.

But she wanted to stand fast to the top withAubrey, waiting for Levi to slowly
climb up.

You can even climb halfway up the mountain.

He is no longer needed.

…

Wesley shouted Levi to their side with earnest and earnest words.

“Boss, we praised you for boasting you! But we also have to recognize a fact!”

“We already know that all the skills and skills left to you have been divided up by
the Li and Mann. You are practicing the basic skills of the past!”

“But do you see it now? After practicing the old-fashioned exercises, you have
only improved two thousand on the quasi god list! And the sister-in-law, who
represents everything in the new era, has directly reached the top 100 on the god
list in the case of abandonment! Who is weak, can you tell it at a glance?”

“This shows that the old-fashioned things in the past have really been
eliminated…it can’t compare with the modern things at all!”
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“Yes! That’s true! You and my sister-in-law, one is a representative of the old era,
the other is a representative of the new era! In two months, the competition
between you has been set high!”

“It’s really a heaven, an underground!”

“Boss, we want you to be more sober, recognize and respect reality! Abandon
that should be abandoned! Give up that should be abandoned!”

“Practicing the things of the new era, I believe you will be better than your
sister-in-law! After all, where is your talent and experience! This is by no means
comparable to others!”

“Boss, listen to our advice! Hurry up and let our strength reach its peak as soon
as possible! Don’t worry us!”

…

Everyone was persuading Levi.

Levi sneered: “What do you know?”

The so-called quasi-shen list rankings are actually ranked by one hundred
institutions all over the world.

But wherever they want it, half of the institutions that make the rankings of the
gods are controlled by the Bible organization.

therefore.

Levi can control the ranking of the gods.

His own ranking on the quasi god list is simply inaccurate.

He told these institutions, just fill in a ranking.



It won’t affect anything.

But everyone else’s rankings are accurate.

All are supported by accurate data and analysis.

Only Levi’s was filled out blindly…

“Boss, we know you are still not convinced! Then let’s give another example!”

Qilin pointed to a distance and said, “The Li and Zhao families who have divided
up all the skills and skills! After they have obtained these new era cultivation
methods! Now they are completely reborn!”

“The talented Nick and Neil, as well as Zhao Junfei Katie! They are already in the
top 100 on the quasi god list! Especially Nick is the eighth on the quasi god list!
Very close to the god list! You can enter the god list anytime!”

“And Mike, Alfred, who are they? Now they are ranked in the top 1,000 on the
quasi god list! You know, they haven’t even been in the quasi god list before!
Now they are all top powerhouses!”

…

After the Li and Mann divided up the top exercises of this era, their strengths
have undergone qualitative changes.

All are advancing by leaps and bounds!

“There are two more people, you didn’t expect it! Boss, your father-in-law! My
sister-in-law has chosen the most suitable exercises for them! Now there are two
people, one is 987th in the gods list, and the other is the 996th in the gods list!”

“They were all ordinary people before! But because they have practiced
everything in the new era! They have grown to this point! You have to obey the
modern methods!”



…

Levi really didn’t know about this.

But after knowing it, he was not very surprised.

It’s normal for this kind of quick system to build a strong one within two months.

It is not unusual.

In short, these are rubbish to Levi.

He doesn’t like it at all!

“Boss, think about it, you can’t even compare this rubbish! Isn’t it a joke when it
spreads out?”

“In order not to make people laugh, please practice what you are now!”

…

Everyone said.

Levi smiled: “It’s all a bunch of ants! Hey, your vision is a bit narrow after all!”

“We have a narrow vision?”

Hearing this, everyone was taken aback.

Do the top dozens of powerhouses in the gods list have a narrow vision?

Who has a broad vision?

There is no one, right?

“Boss, you are good at everything, but you are too stubborn!”



Everyone said one after another.

“You and Sister-in-law’s three-month period, you are going to lose completely!”

Levi smiled and said, “Isn’t this one month left? Don’t worry!”

“Levi is ready to lose! What is the use of you mentioning the March period?”

At this time, a voice came.
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Nick and his party appeared.

Today, they are already strong in the quasi-sacred list, and they are very close to
the list of gods.

That is, this group of guys are so talented.

Otherwise, it will definitely be able to rush to the god list.

After all, what they have is a quick method for a group of strong people on the list
of gods.

You can rush to this position casually.

But now they are showing off to Levi.

“Levi heard that these top-level exercises are given to you, you don’t even
practice it! We are here to thank you!”

“If it weren’t for you to let it out, how can we have the current achievements? I am
about to enter the gods list!”

“Look at you again, you are still hovering in the quasi god list for thousands! You
are not our opponent! You still want to compete with Ziran? Are you worthy?”



…

Li and Zhao’s family laughed.

Wesley did not say anything.

It is true.

Today’s Sarah is comparable to the strongest of them, let alone Levi.

Not a person of the world at all!

It can be said now.

The three-month period for two is a joke.

At this time, Dale and his wife had also appeared.

These two people are the biggest surprise.

From the most inexistent ordinary person, he has become the strongest of the
gods!

Li and Zhao are now the two most lofty ones.

After they arrived, Nick and others voluntarily gave way.

The two walked up to Levi, looked around, and sighed at the same time: “Hey!”

“King’s Landing, it’s not that we dislike you! But…”

“You are really a bit weak now! Junjun and Ziran are not compared with us, just
compared with us, are you too far behind?”

Dale said.



“You used to be the king, one of the best in the world! How can you stand still
now?”

“The key now is not that there is no way to improve, but that there are thousands
of ways! You don’t choose one! You have to practice what you used to do!”

“Isn’t it! There are too many ways to cultivate you! You see, after we practice, we
are all strong in the gods list! With your talent, just do whatever you want?

And we also heard from Ziran that you can integrate thousands of exercises
together and become your own thing? Why don’t you practice? “

The mother-in-law patiently persuaded.

Dale even said: “Levi, are you at a loss? Do you think this is an apprentice, given
to you by your former subordinates!

But I want to tell you that this era is the era of the weak and the strong! Face is
the least valuable thing! Strength is king! Strength is your only confidence to
survive! “

“Practice! Give me practice right away! All the exercises will be given to you! The
three-month period for you and Ziran has arrived! It is impossible to surpass her!
But I want the distance between you to be very small!”

…

Dale and his wife told Levi a lot of truths.

They are senior enough.

The strength is also enough!

Levi smiled: “Parents, don’t worry! I have my own way! And if Ziran, she can only
look up to me! As for me to super her, it’s a joke!”



“Stubborn!”

“Play the piano to the cow!”

“It is said that our old people are stubborn and conservative. It turns out that Levi
is more stubborn and conservative than anyone else!”

“Since you want to continue practicing your old methods! Then you should
practice! Then the gap between you and Ziran will be getting bigger and bigger,
especially when the March period comes, see who is ashamed?”

…

The father-in-law and mother-in-law didn’t care about Ye Jun’s arrival.

Sarah didn’t say no to Levi during the whole process, instead, he always
encouraged him to inspire him.

Because she knew it was not the time to persuade Levi.

In any case, he couldn’t listen to it.

The best way is to let him fully recognize the gap when the March period arrives,
and then he will catch up.

“Junlin, I am waiting for three months!”


